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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This invention relates to a paint replenishing
system for a cartridge particularly suitable for use, for
example, in refilling paint into cartridges which are de-
signed to be interchangeably used on a paint coating
machine.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Generally, a paint coating system for use in
coating work pieces like vehicle bodies is required to be
able to reduce the amount of waste paint which has to
be discarded at the time of a color change, and to be able
to cope with a large number of paint colors. As a paint
coating system which can meets these requirements,
there has been known in the art a cartridge type paint
coating system employing cartridges which are filled with
different colors and adapted to be interchangeably at-
tached to a coater unit (see, for example, Patent Litera-
ture 1: Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2000-176328,
Patent Literature 2: Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.
2004-42036).
[0003] The cartridge type paint coating system, ac-
cording to the  prior art mentioned-above, is largely con-
stituted by a paint coating machine including a coater
unit for spraying paint which is supplied from loaded car-
tridge toward a coating object, and a paint replenishing
system for a cartridge which is adapted to replenish an
empty or consumed cartridge with paint which is supplied
from a paint source by way of a paint supply line.
[0004] In this case, the paint replenishing system for a
cartridge is provided with a paint feed means adapted to
supply paint to a paint chamber which cartridge is defined
in a paint chamber and an extruding liquid chamber by
a movable partition wall, and an extruding liquid supply
means adapted to push out residues of a previous color
from the paint chamber by supplying an extruding liquid
to the extruding liquid chamber of the cartridge.
[0005] As soon as a cartridge is set on a replenishing
stool, an extruding liquid is supplied to an extruding liquid
chamber in the cartridge from an extruding feed means
to push out residues of a previous color from a paint
chamber. In the next place, paint is replenished into the
paint chamber of the cartridge by a paint feed means. At
this time, the extruding liquid in the extruding liquid cham-
ber is discharged and collected in an extruding liquid stor-
age tank.
[0006] Generally, a paint replenishing system for a car-
tridge of this sort is provided with a flow meter in a paint
conduit for the  purpose of resilling a cartridge with a
predetermined amount of paint which will be used in next
coating operation. By means of this flow meter, the paint
replenishing system for a cartridge can measure the flow
rate of paint in supply to a cartridge, turning off the paint
supply as soon as the cartridge is replenished with a suit-

able amount of paint which is determined depending up-
on the size of a work piece to be painted, coating film
thickness and other conditions of a paint coating opera-
tion.
[0007] In this regard, according to the prior art men-
tioned above, a flow meter is provided in the course of a
paint supply conduit thereby to measure the amount of
replenishing paint. Taking into consideration the fact that
there are a diversity of paint products which differ from
each other in properties such as viscosity and specific
gravity and which may or may not contain mica or a me-
tallic component. Therefore, depending upon paint prop-
erties, errors can occur to measurements by a flow meter.
Therefore, in the prior art, this problem is coped with by
replenishing cartridges with paint in an amount which is
larger than an actually necessary amount, precluding the
possibilities of a shutdown of a coating operation due to
paint shortage.
[0008] However, in case a cartridges is refilled with
more than a necessary amount of paint, a larger amount
of paint which still remains in the cartridge has to be dis-
carded at the end of each  coating operation, resulting in
larger paint consumption and increases in running cost
due to degradations in operational efficiency caused by
necessities for heavier paint washing and disposing op-
erations involving a larger amount of waste paint.
[0009] In this regard, it is conceivable to cut the amount
of waste paint by returning a residual paint in a cartridge
to a paint source. However, even so, it is technically dif-
ficult to return to a paint source all of residual paint in a
cartridge including paint residues in a long paint conduit
connected to the paint source. Paint residues in a paint
conduit have to be discharged as a waste liquid at the
time of a color changing operation.
[0010] On the other hand, in a case where each one
of cartridges is used exclusively for a particular color,
there is no necessity for washing a cartridge at the time
of a color change. However, after repeated refilling op-
erations, excess paint can remain in a cartridge as an
old content which is degraded in quality to such a degree
as to give adverse effects on finish quality and therefore
may degrade the quality of coatings when mixed into
fresh paint.
[0011] US 2002/158148 A1 relates to a paint cartridge
provided with a wash fluid passage which is in commu-
nication with a paint chamber, along with a wash fluid
valve which is adapted to open and close the wash fluid
passage. Provided on the side of a replenishing stool are
a replenishing valve which supplies or discharges paint
to or from the paint chamber, an extruding thinner feed/
discharge valve which supplies or discharges paint-ex-
truding thinner to or from an extruding thinner chamber,
and a wash fluid supply valve which supplies a wash fluid
to the paint chamber through the wash fluid passage.
Accordingly, upon opening the replenishing valve, wash
fluid supply valve and wash fluid valve, a wash fluid from
the wash fluid supply valve is allowed to flow into the
paint chamber through the wash fluid passage and dis-
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charged through a feed tube to wash away deposited
paint therefrom.
[0012] EP 1 057 538 A1 discloses a paint filling device
which comprises a filling stand having a filling stand-as-
sociated feed tube insertion hole and a bomb support, a
connecting member for communicatively connecting the
front end of a feed tube, and a filling valve for starting or
stopping the feeding of paint from a paint feed source
into the connecting member. Therefore, a cartridge is
attached to the bomb support, and the feed tube is in-
serted into the filling stand-associated feed tube insertion
hole with the front end thereof fitted in the connecting
member. In this state, the filling valve is opened to feed
the paint from the paint feed source into the connecting
member so that the front end opening in the feed tube
can be utilized as a filling port and paint can be filled into
the bomb of the cartridge.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0013] In view of the above-discussed problems with
the prior art, it is an object of the present invention to
provide a paint replenishing system for a cartridge which
is capable of exactly  quantitating paint to be replenished
into a cartridge on the basis of a quantity of paint to be
used in a paint coating operation, to reduce the paint
consumption by cutting the amount of waste paint to be
discarded as well as the cost of waste disposal and im-
prove the painting quality.
[0014] It is another object of the present invention to
provide a paint replenishing system for a cartridge which
is arranged to qunatitate a paint replenishment by way
of a quantity of an extruding liquid which is displaced and
discharged from a cartridge in step with a progress of the
paint replenishment.

(1) According to the present invention, there is pro-
vided a paint replenishing system for a cartridge
composed of: a paint feed means for feeding paint
to a cartridge which is defined to a paint chamber
and an extruding liquid chamber by a partition wall,
and an extruding liquid feed means adapted to push
out residual paint from the paint chamber by feeding
an extruding liquid to the extruding liquid chamber
of the cartridge.
In order to achieve the above-stated objective, the
paint replenishing system for a cartridge according
to the present invention comprises: a quantitation
setup means for presetting a quantity of paint to be
replenished into the paint chamber of the cartridge
according to a preset target quantitation value, and
stopping paint replenishment by the paint feed
means as soon as  discharges of an extruding liquid
from the extruding liquid chamber reach a preset tar-
get quantitation value by a replenished paint of the
paint chamber by the paint feed means.
With the arrangements just described, a cartridge is
set on the paint feed means, connecting the extrud-

ing liquid feed means to the extruding liquid chamber
of the cartridge. In this state, an extruding liquid is
fed to the extruding liquid chamber of the cartridge
from the extruding liquid feed means to push out re-
sidual paint from the paint chamber of the cartridge,
getting rid of residues of a color which was not used
in a previous paint coating operation. Then, the paint
feed means is connected to the paint chamber of the
cartridge, and wash fluids are fed thereto to wash
clean the interiors of the paint chamber.
On the other hand, by way of the quantitation setup
means, a quantity of a next color to be replenished
into the paint chamber of the cartridge is set at a
specified target value. In this state, paint of a color
to be used in a next paint coating operation is fed to
the cartridge from the paint feed means. At this time,
by the paint replenishment to the paint chamber, an
equivalent amount of an extruding liquid is displaced
and discharged from the extruding liquid chamber of
the cartridge.
In the meantime, the discharged amount of the ex-
truding liquid are measured by the quantitation setup
means. As soon as the  discharged amount of the
extruding liquid reach a quantity corresponding to a
preset target quantitation value, the paint supply
from the paint feed means is stopped to complete a
quantitative paint replenishment to the cartridge by
the quantitation setup means.
Thus, irrespective of paint properties (e.g., viscosity,
specific gravity or existence or absence of a metallic
component and the like), paint can be replenished
into a paint chamber of a cartridge exactly in a quan-
tity which is required in a next coating operation.
That is to say, irrespective of the nature or properties,
all kinds of paint media can be replenished into a
cartridge correctly in a specified quantity to realize
a significant reduction in paint consumption by cut-
ting the amount of discarding waste paint, in addition
to a cut in cost of waste paint disposal. Even in a
case where a cartridge is repeatedly replenished ex-
clusively with paint of a particular color, the cartridge
can be exempted from degradations in coating qual-
ity, it becomes possible to improve painting quality.
(2) According to the present invention, wherein the
quantitation setup means is comprised of a quanti-
tation tank, an extruding liquid line change-over
valve for selectively connecting the extruding liquid
chamber of the cartridge with either an  extruding
liquid feed means or the quantitation tank, a movable
partition wall incorporated into the quantitation tank
to define therein a metering chamber having an inner
volume varying in proportion to a quantity of the ex-
truding liquid introduced into the metering chamber
from the extruding liquid chamber of the cartridge, a
quantitation setup portion for presetting a quantity of
paint replenishment to the extruding liquid chamber
of the cartridge, and a sensor adapted to output a
detection signal as soon as the movable partition
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wall is displaced to a predetermined position preset
by the quantitation setup portion.
Thus, through the quantitation setup portion of the
quantitation setup means, the position of the sensor
is adjusted in such a way that it can detect the mov-
able partition wall when the latter is displaced to a
preset quantitation position. Further, the extruding
liquid chamber of the cartridge is connected to the
quantitation tank by way of the extruding liquid pas-
sage change-over valve of the quantitation setup
means. As a consequence, an extruding liquid,
which is displaced and discharged from the extruding
liquid chamber of the cartridge, is introduced into the
metering chamber of the quantitation tank by way of
the extruding liquid passage change-over valve. The
sensor outputs a detection signal as soon as the
movable partition wall is displaced to a preset quan-
titation position. Thus, the quantitation setup  means
is arranged to correctly quantitate a paint replenish-
ment to a paint chamber of a cartridge by metering
the amount of extruding liquid which is stable in na-
ture.
(3) In the case of the paint replenishing system for
a cartridge in (2) above, wherein the paint feed
means is adapted to stop a quantitative paint replen-
ishment in response to a signal output by the sensor.
The paint replenishment by the paint feed means is
stopped as soon as a detection signal is output by
the sensor upon detection of a displacement of the
movable partition wall to a preset quantitation posi-
tion. Thus, exactly a predetermined amount of paint
can be replenished into the paint chamber of the car-
tridge.
(4) Further, in the case of the paint replenishing sys-
tem for a cartridge in (2) above, wherein the quanti-
tation setup portion is adapted to squeeze residues
of the extruding liquid out of the metering chamber
by pushing the movable partition wall as far as an
initial position, reducing inner space of the metering
chamber to a minimum volume.
Thus, upon completing a measurement of paint re-
plenishment to the cartridge by way of introducing
the extruding liquid into the metering chamber and
a displacement of the movable partition wall, the
quantitation setup portion can push back the mova-
ble partition wall. At this time, residues of the extrud-
ing liquid can  be squeezed out of the metering cham-
ber since the inner space of the metering chamber
is reduced to a minimum volume as the movable
partition wall is pushed toward an initial position by
the quantitation setup portion. It follows that there is
no necessity for providing a mechanism exclusively
for resetting the movable partition wall. Namely, the
quantitation setup portion which is provided for shift-
ing a sensor position is utilized for resetting the mov-
able partition wall, to simplify the construction.
(5) Further, in the case of the paint replenishing sys-
tem for a cartridge in (2) above, wherein a metering

chamber and an air chamber are defined in the quan-
titation tank by the movable partition wall, the air
chamber of the quantitation tank being connected to
an air valve thereby to push the partition wall as far
as an initial position, reducing inner space of the me-
tering chamber to a minimum volume.
In this case, after measurement of the displaced ex-
truding liquid, the air valve is opened to introduce
compressed air into the air chamber of the quantita-
tion tank, thereby pushing the movable partition wall
toward and as far as an initial position. Thus, the
extruding liquid can be discharged from the metering
chamber without moving the quantitation setup por-
tion.
(6) Further, in the case of the paint replenishing sys-
tem for a cartridge in (2) above, wherein an initial
position sensor  is provided in the quantitation tank
to detect location of said movable partition wall at an
initial position after pushing inner space of the me-
tering chamber to a minimum volume.
In this case, whether or not the movable partition
wall is reset in an initial position can be checked by
the initial position sensor, to guarantee a correct
measurement of the extruding liquid.
(7) On the other hand, a paint replenishing system
for a cartridge according to the present invention,
wherein the paint feed means is comprised of a re-
plenishing stool for mounting a cartridge, a color
change valve device connected to the replenishing
stool to supply paint and wash fluids to the cartridge,
and a paint feed valve connected between the re-
plenishing stool and the color change valve device
to turn on and off a paint supply from the color change
valve device; the quantitation setup means being
adapted to output a replenishment stop signal as
soon as discharges of an extruding liquid from the
extruding liquid chamber of the cartridge reach a pre-
set quantitation value; and the paint feed means be-
ing adapted to end a quantitative paint replenishment
by stopping a paint supply from the paint feed valve
and/or the color change valve device to complete a
quantitative replenishment as soon as a replenish-
ment stop signal is output by the quantitation setup
means.
In this case, as soon as a cartridge is set on a re-
plenishing  stool, the color change valve device is
brought into a connected state for feeding paint to a
paint chamber of the cartridge via the paint feed
valve. At this time, an extruding liquid is displaced
and discharged from the extruding liquid chamber of
the cartridge to the quantitation setup means. Thus,
the quantitation setup means is adapted to quantitate
paint replenishment by measuring a quantity of the
displaced extruding liquid. The paint feed valve
and/or the color change valve device is closed as
soon as a replenishment stop signal is output by the
quantitation setup means, exactly quantitating the
paint replenishment to the paint chamber of the car-
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tridge according to a preset quantitation value.
(8) Further, a paint replenishing system for a car-
tridge according to the present invention, wherein
the paint feed means is comprised of a replenishing
stool for mounting the cartridge, a color change valve
device connected to the replenishing stool to supply
paint and wash fluids to the cartridge, and a paint
feed valve connected between the replenishing stool
and the color change valve device to turn on and off
a paint supply from the color change valve device;
the extruding liquid feed means being comprised of
an extruding liquid source holding a stock of extrud-
ing liquid, an extruding liquid line connected between
the extruding liquid source and the replenishing
stool, and a pump provided in the extruding liquid
line; the quantitation setup means being comprised
of an extruding liquid line change-over valve provid-
ed in the extruding liquid line at a position between
the replenishing stool and the pump, a quantitation
tank connected to the extruding liquid line change-
over valve, a movable partition wall incorporated into
the quantitation tank to define therein a metering
chamber having an inner volume varying in propor-
tion to a quantity of an extruding liquid introduced
into the metering chamber from the extruding liquid
chamber of the cartridge, a quantitation setup portion
for presetting a quantity of paint replenishment to the
extruding liquid chamber of the cartridge, and a sen-
sor adapted to output a replenishment stop signal
as soon as the movable partition wall is displaced to
a predetermined position preset by the quantitation
setup portion; and the extruding liquid line change-
over valve being comprised of a feed valve for es-
tablishing and blocking communication between the
extruding liquid chamber of the cartridge and the
pump, and a return valve for establishing and block-
ing communication between the extruding liquid
chamber of the cartridge and the metering chamber
of the quantitation tank.
In this case, prior to a quantitation, the feed valve of
the extruding liquid passage change-over valve is
opened to communicate the extruding liquid cham-
ber of a cartridge with the pump, while the return
valve is closed to block communication between the
extruding liquid chamber of the cartridge and the me-
tering chamber  of the quantitation tank. In this state,
an extruding liquid is supplied to the extruding liquid
chamber of the cartridge from the extruding liquid
source by the pump.
On the other hand, at the time of a quantitation, the
feed valve of the extruding liquid passage change-
over valve is closed to block communication between
the extruding liquid chamber of a cartridge and
pump, while the return valve is opened to communi-
cate the extruding liquid chamber of the cartridge
with the metering chamber of the quantitation tank,
feeding the metering chamber of the quantitation
tank with an extruding liquid which is displaced and

discharged from the extruding liquid chamber of the
cartridge.
At this time, a replenishment stop signal is output by
the sensor of the quantitation setup means upon de-
tection of a displacement of the movable partition
wall to a position of a specific quantitation value by
the quantitation setup portion. Thus, the quantitation
setup means can accurately quantitate the paint re-
plenishment to a paint chamber of a cartridge.
(9) Further, in the case of the paint replenishing sys-
tem in (8) above, wherein the paint feed means is
adapted to end a quantitative paint replenishment
by stopping a paint supply from the paint feed valve
and/or the color change valve device in response to
a replenishment stop signal output by the sensor of
the quantitation setup means.
In this case, a paint supply from the paint feed valve
is stopped as soon as a replenishment stop signal
is output from the sensor of the quantitation setup
means, to replenish the cartridge with a specified
amount of paint.
(10) Further, in the case of the paint replenishing
system for a cartridge in (8) above, wherein the quan-
titation setup means further comprises a drain valve
which being closed when an extruding liquid is intro-
duced into the metering chamber of the quantitation
tank and opened when draining the extruding liquid
from the metering chamber.
In this case, the drain valve is kept in a closed state
when an extruding liquid is introduced into the me-
tering chamber of the quantitation tank by the quan-
titation setup means. The extruding liquid is drained
from the metering chamber upon opening the drain
valve.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] In the accompanying drawings:

Fig. 1 is a schematic illustration showing general lay-
out of a paint replenishing system for a cartridge ac-
cording to a first embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view showing a rotary
atomizing head type coating unit in Fig. 1 on an en-
larged scale;
Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view showing a car-
tridge of Fig. 2 alone;
Fig. 4 is a circuit diagram of the paint replenishing
system for a cartridge according to the first embod-
iment;
Fig. 5 is a vertical sectional view of the paint replen-
ishing system for a cartridge according to the first
embodiment;
Fig. 6 is a vertical sectional view showing a paint
feed mechanism in Fig. 5 on an enlarged scale;
Fig. 7 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view show-
ing on an enlarged scale a quick joint on a cartridge
and a paint passage change-over valve of the paint
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feed mechanism;
Fig. 8 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view show-
ing on an enlarged scale the quick joint on the part
of a cartridge and a quick joint on the part of the paint
feed mechanism in Fig. 6;
Fig. 9 is a vertical sectional view showing on an en-
larged scale a quantitation setup means in Fig. 5;
Fig. 10 is a schematic illustration of the paint replen-
ishing system for a cartridge with a piston of the
quantitation setup means located in an initial posi-
tion;
Fig. 11 is a schematic illustration of the paint replen-
ishing system for a cartridge in an operational phase
in which paint is refilled into a paint chamber in a
cartridge;
Fig. 12 is a schematic illustration of the paint replen-
ishing  system for a cartridge in an operational phase
in which an extruding liquid is returned to an extrud-
ing liquid source from a metering chamber of the
quantitation setup means;
Fig. 13 is a time chart for a paint replenishing oper-
ation by the paint replenishing system for a cartridge
in the case of refilling a cartridge with paint of a dif-
ferent color;
Fig. 14 is a time chart for a paint replenishing oper-
ation by the paint replenishing system for a cartridge
in the case of refilling a paint color repeatedly with
paint of the same color;
Fig. 15 is a vertical sectional view of a quantitation
setup means in a second embodiment of the inven-
tion;
Fig. 16 is a time chart of a paint replenishing opera-
tion in the case of refilling a cartridge with paint by
the use of the quantitation setup means of the second
embodiment; and
Fig. 17 is a circuit diagram of a paint replenishing
system for a cartridge in a modification according to
the invention.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0016] Hereafter, with reference to the accompanying
drawings, the paint replenishing system for a cartridge
of the present invention is described more particularly by
way of its preferred embodiments which are applied to
cartridges to be interchangeably mounted on a rotary at-
omizing head type coater unit when replenishing paint.
[0017] Referring to Figs. 1 through 14, there is shown
a first embodiment of the present invention. In Fig. 1,
indicated at 1 is a coating robot which constitutes part of
a paint coating system. This coating robot 1 is built of a
pedestal 1A, a vertical arm 1B which is rotatably and
pivotally mounted on the pedestal 1A, a horizontal arm
1C which is pivotally connected to a top end of the vertical
arm 1B, and a wrist 1D which is provided at a distal end
of the horizontal arm 1C.
[0018] Indicated at 2 is a rotary atomizing head type
coater unit (hereinafter referred to as "a coater unit 2")

which is mounted on the coating robot 1. As shown in
Fig. 2, the coater unit 2 is largely constituted by a housing
3, a sprayer 7 and a cartridge 16, which will be described
hereinafter.
[0019] Denoted at 3 is a housing which is attached to
a distal end of the wrist 1D of the coating robot 1. This
housing 3 is constituted by a neck portion 4 which is de-
tachably attached to a distal end of the wrist 1D of the
coating robot 1, and a head portion 5 which is formed
integrally on top of the neck portion 4.
[0020] In this instance, a sprayer unit mount portion 5A
in the form of a cylindrical cavity is provided at a front
end of the head portion 5. On the other hand, a cartridge
mount portion 5B in the form of a cylindrical cavity is
provided at a rear end of the head portion 5. Further,
provided at the bottom of the cartridge mount portion  5B
are a socket hole 5C to be held in a fitting engagement
with a quick joint 23 of a cartridge 16 and a female con-
nector portion 5D to be coupled with a quick joint 25 which
will be described hereinafter. The socket hole 5C as well
as the female connector portion 5D also has a function
of setting a tank 17 in position in radial direction at the
time of attaching the tank 17 of the cartridge 16 to the
cartridge mount portion 5B.
[0021] Indicated at 6 is a feed tube passage hole which
is extended centrally and axially of the head portion 5 to
receive a feed tube 21 of the cartridge 16, which will be
described hereinafter. Further, the feed tube passage
hole 6 is formed axially through the coater mount portion
5A of the head portion 5 and a rotational shaft 8B of an
air motor 8, which will be described hereinafter.
[0022] Designated at 7 is a sprayer which is mounted
in the sprayer unit mount portion 5A on the head portion
5. This sprayer 7 is largely built of an air motor 8, which
is composed of a motor case 8A, a rotational shaft 8B,
an air turbine 8C and an air bearing 8D, a rotary atomizing
head 9 which is put in rotation by the air motor 8 and
adapted to atomize supplied paint into finely divided par-
ticles under the influence of centrifugal force and spray
same toward a work piece, and a shaping air ring 10
which is located on the front side of the air motor 8.
[0023] A large number of shaping air outlet holes 10A
is bored axially  in outer peripheral side of the shaping
air ring 10 (only two shaping air outlet holes are shown
in the drawing). Through these shaping air outlet holes
10A, shaping air is spurted forward releasing edge of the
rotary atomizing head 9 and to shape a spray pattern of
paint particles which are released from the rotary atom-
izing head 9.
[0024] Indicated at 11 is a high voltage generator which
is accommodated in the neck portion 4 of the housing 3.
For example, the high voltage generator 11 is constituted
by a Cockcroft circuit which is adapted to elevate a source
voltage from a power source (not shown) to a level as
high as -30kV to -150kV. Output side of the high voltage
generator 11 is electrically connected, for example, to
the air motor 8 to apply a high voltage to the rotary at-
omizing head 9 through the rotational shaft 8B of the air
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motor 8 for directly charging paint particles.
[0025] Denoted at 12 and 13 are a large number of air
passages which are provided in the neck portion 4 of the
housing 3 and connected to a control air source (not
shown in the drawing). Supplied through these air pas-
sages 12 and 13 are turbine air, bearing air and brake
air for the control of the air motor 8 as well as shaping
air for shaping a paint spray pattern, in addition to pilot
air to be applied to an extruding liquid valve 15 and a
trigger valve 26. However, only a couple of air passages
12 and 13 are representatively shown in the drawings of
the present embodiment.
[0026] Indicated at 14 is an extruding liquid passage
on the side of the housing 3. One end of this extruding
liquid passage 14 is connected to an extruding liquid
feeder (not shown), while the other end is opened in a
bottom portion of the female connector portion 5D of the
cartridge mount portion 5B which is formed on the head
portion 5.
[0027] Indicated at 15 is an extruding liquid valve which
is provided in the head portion 5 of the housing 3. This
extruding liquid valve 15 is adapted to normally block the
extruding liquid passage 14 to suspend an extruding liq-
uid supply to an extruding liquid chamber 20 of a cartridge
16. Whenever a pilot air is supplied, the extruding liquid
valve 15 is opened to supply an extruding liquid to the
extruding liquid chamber 20.
[0028] Now, a cartridge 16 which is detachably at-
tached to the cartridge mount portion 5B on the head
portion 5 is arranged in the manner as described below.
[0029] As shown in Fig. 1, a plural number of cartridges
16 are detachably attached to a replenishing stool 33 of
a paint feed mechanism 32, which will be described here-
inafter. As shown in Fig. 3, each cartridge 16 is largely
constituted by a tank 17, a piston 18 and a feed tube 21.
[0030] Denoted at 17 is a tank of a cartridge 16. This
tank 17 is in the form of a tubular shaped container which
is closed at opposite  axial ends. A piston 18 is fitted
internally of the tank 17 as a movable partition wall which
can be displaced back and forth in an axial direction. The
piston 18 defines the front part of the tank 17 as a paint
chamber 19 and rear part as an extruding liquid chamber
20.
[0031] A grip portion 17A is projected from the rear end
of the tank 17 to grip the cartridge for replacing operation.
On the other hand, a paint passage 17B is formed through
a fore end of the tank 17 to communicate the paint cham-
ber 19 with a paint supply passage 21A in the feed tube
21, which will be described hereinafter. Further, for
mounting quick joints 23 and 25, which will be described
hereinafter, quick joint mount bores 17C and 17D are
bored in the fore end of the tank 17, respectively.
[0032] Indicated at 21 is a feed tube which is extended
axially forward on the front side of the tank 17. A fore
distal end of the feed tube 21 is passed through the feed
tube passage hole 6 and opened toward the rotary at-
omizing head 9. Further, a paint supply passage 21A is
formed internally of the feed tube 21, in communication

with the paint chamber 19 in the tank 17. Moreover, a
valve seat 21B is provided at the fore distal end of the
feed tube 21 by reducing a diameters of the paint supply
passage 21A.
[0033] Indicated at 22 is a paint passage on the side
of the cartridge which is provided on the tank 17 in com-
munication with a front  portion of the paint chamber 19.
As shown in Fig. 6, when set on a replenishing stool 33,
which will be described hereinafter, this paint passage
22 is brought into communication with an outlet passage
40 of the paint replenishing stool 33.
[0034] Designated at 23 is a quick joint with a check
valve, which is accommodated in the quick joint mount
bore 17C on the tank 17 and located at a fore open end
of the paint passage 22 on the side of the cartridge. This
quick joint 23 is constituted by a valve case 23A protrud-
ing out of the quick joint mount bore 17C, a valve body
23B displaceably accommodated in the valve case 23A,
a valve seat 23C to be seated on and off by the valve
body 23B, and a valve spring 23D biasing the valve body
23B toward the valve seat 23C.
[0035] As soon as the cartridge is set on a replenishing
stool 33 as shown in Figs. 2 and 7, the quick joint 23
opens when the valve body 23B is pushed by a valve
body 39B of a paint passage change-over valve 39, which
will be described hereinafter. On the other hand, the quick
joint 23 is closed to prevent paint from flowing out of the
paint passage 22 on the side of the cartridge, unless the
valve body 23B is pushed opened by the valve body 39B.
[0036] Indicated at 24 is an extruding liquid passage
on the side of the cartridge, which is formed on the tank
17 in communication with the extruding liquid chamber
20. This extruding liquid passage 24 is brought into com-
munication with the extruding liquid  passage 14 on the
side of the housing when the cartridge 16 is set in the
cartridge mount portion 5B on the head portion 5 as
shown in Fig. 2. The extruding liquid passage 24 is also
brought into communication with an extruding liquid pas-
sage 47 on the side of the replenishing stool when the
cartridge 16 is set on a tank support portion 34 of the
replenishing stool 33 as shown in Fig. 6.
[0037] Denoted at 25 is a quick joint with a check valve,
which is accommodated in the quick joint mount bore
17D on the tank 17, and located at a position in commu-
nication with a fore open end of the extruding liquid pas-
sage 24 on the side of the cartridge. Along with a quick
joint 48 which will be described hereinafter, the quick joint
25 constitutes a quick joint coupling with a check valve
on both sides. Further, similarly to the above-described
quick joint 23, the quick joint 25 is constituted by a valve
case 25A protruding out of the quick joint mount bore
17D, a valve body 25B displaceably provided at the valve
case 25A, a valve seat 25C to be seated on and off by
the valve body 25B, and a valve spring 25D biasing the
valve body 25B toward the valve seat 25C.
[0038] As shown in Fig. 2, the valve body 25B of the
quick joint 25 is pushed open when the cartridge is at-
tached on the housing 3 of the coater unit 2 or when the
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cartridge is set on a replenishing stool 33 of the paint
feed mechanism 32 as shown in Fig. 6. On the other
hand, when dismantled from the housing 3 or the replen-
ishing  stool 33 as shown in Fig. 3, the quick joint 25 is
closed by the valve spring 25D, preventing an extruding
liquid from flowing out of the extruding liquid passage 24
on the side of the cartridge.
[0039] Designated at 26 is a trigger valve which is pro-
vided at a front end portion of the tank 17. This trigger
valve 26 plays a role of turning on and off a paint supply
from the feed tube 21 to the rotary atomizing head 9. To
this end, the trigger valve 26 is constituted by an axially
displaceable piston 26A, and a valve body 26B having a
fore end portion thereof extended through the paint sup-
ply passage 21A of the feed tube 21 to seat on and off
the valve seat 21B.
[0040] On the other hand, indicated at 27 is a cartridge
changer which is located in the vicinity of the coating
robot 1. This cartridge changer 27 plays a role of replac-
ing a cartridge 16 on the coater unit 2, and is largely
constituted by a paint replenishing device 31 arrayed on
a deck 27A which will be described hereinafter, and a
cartridge transfer mechanism (not shown) which is adapt-
ed to grip and transfer a cartridge 16.
[0041] Following is a description on the paint replen-
ishing device according to the present embodiment,
which is provided on the deck 27A of the cartridge chang-
er 27.
[0042] This paint replenishing device 31 plays a role
of replenishing cartridges 16 with paint. As shown in Figs.
4 and 5, a paint  replenishing device 31 is largely consti-
tuted by a paint feed mechanism 32, an extruding liquid
feed mechanism 54 and a quantitation setup mechanism
58, which will be described hereinafter.
[0043] The paint feed mechanism 32 of the paint re-
plenishing device 31 is arranged in the following manner
to serve as a paint feed means.
[0044] Namely, indicated at 32 is a paint feed mecha-
nism which is provided on the deck 27A of the cartridge
changer 27. This paint feed mechanism 32 functions to
feed paint to a paint chamber 19 of a cartridge 16, and
is largely constituted by a replenishing stool 33, paint/
wash fluid change-over valve 42 and a color change valve
device 49 and the like which will be described hereinafter.
[0045] Indicated at 33 are replenishing stools which
are mounted on the deck 27A of the cartridge changer
27. The replenishing stools 33 is largely constituted by a
pedestal portion 33A fixed on the deck 27A by bolts or
the like, a column portion 33B standing upright on the
pedestal portion 33A, and a radially spread seat portion
33C which is provided at the top end of the column portion
33B.
[0046] Denoted at 34 is a tank support portion which
is formed on top of the seat portion 33C and to which a
tank 17 of a cartridge 16 is connectible. Provided sepa-
rately at the bottom of the tank  support portion 34 are a
change-over valve mount cavity 34A and a quick joint
mount cavity 34B for installation of a paint passage

change-over valve 39 and a quick joint 48, respectively,
which will be described hereinafter.
[0047] Indicated at 35 is a feed tube passage hole
which is extended centrally and vertically through the re-
plenishing stool 33. A feed tube 21 on the side of a car-
tridge 16 is inserted into this feed tube passage hole 35
when a tank 17 of a cartridge 16 is set in the tank support
portion 34.
[0048] Further, indicated at 36 is a connector member
which is provided vertically movably at the lower end of
the feed tube passage hole 35. This connector member
36 is formed in a round tubular shape and connectible
liquid tight at its upper end to a distal end of a feed tube
21 of a cartridge 16. Further, the lower end of the con-
nector member 36 is connected to a waste liquid tank 38
through a waste liquid line 37.
[0049] On the other hand, bored around the connector
member 36 is a radial port 36A in communication with a
waste liquid passage 41 which will be described herein-
after. By way of this, a radial port 36A spray a fluid wash
liquid which flow through the waste liquid passage 41 to
the fore distal end of the feed tube 21 and wash deposited
paint off.
[0050] Indicated at 39 is a paint passage change-over
valve which  is installed within the change-over valve
mount cavity 34A in the tank support portion 34. This
paint passage change-over valve 39 is connectible with
the quick joint 23 on the side of a cartridge 16. In this
instance, by means of the paint passage change-over
valve 39, an outlet passage 40 in communication with a
paint/wash fluid change-over valve 42, which will be de-
scribed hereinafter, is switched between the cartridge 16
and a waste liquid passage 41 in communication with the
waste liquid tank 38.
[0051] As shown in Fig. 7, the paint passage change-
over valve 39 is installed in a change-over valve mount
cavity 34A, and constituted by a valve case 39A which
is connectible with the quick joint 23 at its top end through
fit-in engagement with the latter, a valve body 39B dis-
placeably provided within the valve case 39A, a valve
seat 39C to be seated on and off by the valve body 39B
at a position between the outlet passage 40 and the waste
liquid passage 41, a valve spring 39D biasing the valve
body 39B in a direction away from the valve seat 39C,
and a pilot air chamber 39E for seating the valve body
39B on the valve seat 39C against the biasing action of
the valve spring 39D.
[0052] In this instance, when a cartridge 16 is set on
the replenishing stool 33, a distal end of the valve body
39B of the paint passage change-over valve 39 is kept
away from the valve body 23B of the quick joint 23 on
the side of the cartridge 16, keeping  the quick joint 23
in a closed state. On the other hand, as soon as pilot air
is supplied to the pilot air chamber 39E to displace the
valve body 39B against the biasing action of the valve
spring 39D, the valve body 23B of the quick joint 23 is
pushed open by the valve body 39B of the paint passage
change-over valve 39.
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[0053] In this manner, the valve body 39B of the paint
passage change-over valve 39 is usually kept away from
the quick joint 23 by the action of the valve spring 39D,
and as a result the outlet passage 40 and the waste liquid
passage 41 are communicated with each other through
the valve seat 39C as shown in Fig. 7. At this time, the
quick joint 23 is left in a closed state, and paint or a wash
fluid which is supplied from the paint/wash fluid change-
over valve 42 through the outlet passage 40 is allowed
to flow into the waste liquid passage 41 and discharged
to the waste liquid tank 38 via the connector member 36
and waste liquid line 37.
[0054] On the other hand, as soon as air pressure is
applied to the pilot air chamber 39E, the valve body 39B
is displaced against the biasing action of the valve spring
39D and seated on the valve seat 39C pushing open the
valve body 23B of the quick joint 23. As a result, the outlet
passage 40 is blocked against communication with the
waste liquid passage 41, and instead brought into com-
munication with the paint supply passage 22 on the side
of a cartridge. Thus, by way of the paint passage change-
over valve 39, paint or a wash  fluid which is supplied
from the paint/wash fluid change-over valve 42 through
the outlet passage 40 is charged into the paint chamber
19 through the quick joint 23 and the paint supply pas-
sage 22 on the side of the cartridge.
[0055] Indicated at 42 is a paint/wash fluid change-over
valve which is provided internally of the tank support por-
tion 34. This paint/wash fluid change-over valve 42 plays
a role of selectively supplying either paint or a wash fluid
to the paint passage change-over valve 39. Further, as
shown in Fig. 4, the paint/wash fluid change-over valve
42 is composed of a paint feed valve 43, a wash fluid
feed valve 44 and a waste liquid valve 45 formed as on-
off valves. The paint feed valve 43 is opened at the time
of a paint supply, and automatically closed as soon as a
replenishment stop signal is received from a sensor 66,
which will be described hereinafter, through a control unit.
[0056] On the other hand, a paint line 46 extended from
a color change valve device 49 is connected between
the paint feed valve 43 and the waste liquid valve 45,
while the paint feed valve 43 is connected to the outlet
passage 40. The wash fluid feed valve 44 is provided
between a wash fluid selector valve 53 and the outlet
passage 40.
[0057] At the time of a paint supply to the side of car-
tridge 16, the paint feed valve 43 is opened while the
wash fluid feed valve 44 and waste liquid valve 45 are
closed. Besides, the paint passage  change-over valve
39 is changed over to a position for communicating the
outlet passage 40 with the paint passage 22 on the side
of the cartridge. Whereupon, paint which is supplied from
a color change valve device 49, which will be described
hereinafter, is fed to the cartridge 16 via the paint line 46,
paint feed valve 43, outlet passage 40, paint passage
change-over valve 39, quick joint 23 and paint passage
22 on the side of the cartridge.
[0058] On the other hand, at the time of discharging

and washing away paint residues in the paint line 46 of
the paint/wash fluid change-over valve 42 after replen-
ishing operation, the waste liquid valve 45 is opened while
the paint feed valve 43 and wash fluid feed valve 44 are
closed. Whereupon, by a wash fluid which is supplied
from the color change valve device 49, paint residues in
the paint line 46 are washed away and discharged to the
waste liquid tank 38.
[0059] Further, at the time of discharging and washing
away paint residues in the outlet passage 40 after a paint
replenishing operation, the wash fluid feed valve 44 is
opened while the paint feed valve 43 and waste liquid
valve 45 are closed. Besides, the paint passage change-
over valve 39 is changed over to a position for commu-
nicating the outlet passage 40 with the waste liquid pas-
sage 41. Whereupon, a wash fluid which is supplied from
a wash fluid source unit 51, which will be described here-
inafter, is  discharged to the tank 38 via the wash fluid
selector valve 53, wash fluid feed valve 44, outlet pas-
sage 40, paint passage change-over valve 39, waste liq-
uid passage 41, connector member 36 and waste liquid
line 37, to wash the outlet passage 40 clean.
[0060] Indicated at 47 is an extruding liquid passage
which is provided in the seat portion 33C of the replen-
ishing stool 33. This extruding liquid passage 47 is pro-
vided to connect a quick joint 48 with an extruding liquid
line 55, which will be described hereinafter.
[0061] Denoted at 48 is a quick joint with a check valve,
which is provided in the quick joint mount cavity 34B of
the tank support portion 34, in communication with an
open end of an extruding liquid passage 47 on the side
of the replenishing stool. Along with the quick joint 25 on
the side of a cartridge 16, this quick joint 48 constitutes
a quick joint coupling with a check valve on both sides.
Further, substantially in the same way as the afore-men-
tioned quick joint 25 for an extruding fluid, the quick joint
48 is constituted by a valve case 48A, a valve body 48B,
a valve seat 48C and a valve spring 48D.
[0062] Further, when a cartridge 16 is set in the tank
support portion 34 on the replenishing stool 33 as shown
in Fig. 8, by confronting the valve body 48B to the op-
posing valve body 25B of the quick joint 25, both quick
joints 25, 48 open and connect the extruding liquid  pas-
sage 47 on the side of the replenishing stool to the ex-
truding liquid passage 24 on the side of the cartridge. On
the other hand, as soon as the cartridge 16 is dismantled
from the replenishing stool 33, the quick joint 48 is closed
to prohibit effluence of an extruding liquid from the ex-
truding liquid passage 47.
[0063] Now, following are descriptions on a color
change valve device 49 which constitutes a paint feed
mechanism 32, and on a paint source unit 50 and a wash
fluid source unit 51 which are connected to the color
change valve device 49.
[0064] Namely, indicated at 49 is a color change valve
device which is provided in communication with the paint
line 46. This color change valve device 49 plays a role
of selecting paint of a specified color from a number of
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paint colors and feeding the selected paint to the paint
line 46 for replenishment of a cartridge 16. Besides, the
color change valve device 49 also plays a role of feeding
wash fluids such as a wash liquid and washes air to the
paint line 46. For these purposes, the color change valve
device 49 is provided with paint valves 49A, 49B, 49C
through 49N for paint colors A, B, C through N, along
with a wash liquid valve 49Lq and a wash air valve 49Ar.
[0065] The paint valves 49A, 49B, 49C through 49N of
colors A, B, C through N are connected to paint sources
50A, 50B, 50C through 50N of colors A, B, C through N
at the paint source unit 50,  respectively which will be
described hereinafter. The wash liquid valve 49Lq is con-
nected to a wash liquid source 51Lq at a wash fluid source
unit 51, which will be described hereinafter, while the
wash air valve 49Ar is connected to a wash air source
51Ar.
[0066] Designated at 50 is a paint source unit, including
paint sources 50A, 50B, 50C through 50N of colors A, B,
C through N, respectively. These paint sources 50A, 50B,
50C through 50N are connected to paint valves 49A, 49B,
49C through 49N, respectively.
[0067] Indicated at 51 is a wash fluid source unit, in-
cluding a wash liquid source 51Lq and a wash air source
51Ar. The wash liquid source 51Lq is connected to a
wash liquid valve 49Lq, while the wash air source 51Ar
is connected to a wash air feed valve 49Ar of the color
change valve device 49.
[0068] In this instance, the wash liquid source 51Lq
and wash air source 51Ar of the wash fluid source unit
51 are also connected to a wash fluid feed valve 44 of
the paint/wash fluid change-over valve 42 by means of
bypass lines 52 consisted of a couple of bypass lines
52Lq and 52Ar via a wash fluid selector valve 53. The
wash fluid selector valve 53 is composed of a wash liquid
valve 53Lq and a wash air valve 53Ar thereby to selec-
tively supply a wash liquid or wash air to the wash fluid
feed valve 44.
[0069] Next, the extruding liquid feed mechanism 54
serving as an extruding liquid feed means of the paint
replenishing device 31  is arranged in the manner as
described below.
[0070] Namely, indicated at 54 is an extruding liquid
feed mechanism which is provided in communication with
the extruding liquid passage 47 on the side of a replen-
ishing stool of the paint feed mechanism 32. This extrud-
ing liquid feed mechanism 54 plays a role of feeding an
extruding liquid toward a extruding liquid chamber 20 in
a cartridge 16 and discharging paint residues in a paint
chamber 19. As shown in Fig. 9, the extruding liquid feed
mechanism 54 is largely constituted by an extruding liq-
uid line 55, a pump 56 and an extruding liquid source 57
serving as storage of an extruding liquid, as described
hereinafter.
[0071] Indicated at 55 is an extruding liquid line as a
supply passage for an extruding liquid. This extruding
liquid line 55 is connected between the extruding liquid
source 57 and a extruding liquid passage 47 on the side

of a replenishing stool 33, and includes a supply line 55A
which is connected to the extruding liquid source 57
through an extruding liquid line change-over valve 60,
which will be described hereinafter, and a common line
55B which is connected to the extruding liquid passage
47 on the side of replenishing stool. In this instance, the
common line 55B is used for both supply and return of
an extruding liquid. A pump 56 is provided in the course
of the supply line 55A as described below.
[0072] Namely, indicated at 56 is a pump which is pro-
vided in the  supply line 55A of the extruding liquid line
55 which is connected from the extruding liquid source
57, to feed an extruding liquid toward a cartridge 16.
[0073] Further, a quantitation setup mechanism 58
serving as a quantitative replenishment control means,
which is included in the paint replenishing device 31 is
arranged in the manner as described below.
[0074] Namely, indicated at 58 is a quantitation setup
mechanism which is connected to the extruding liquid
line 55. By this quantitation setup mechanism 58, a quan-
tity of paint to be replenished into a paint chamber 19 of
a cartridge 16 is set depending upon conditions of a next
paint coating operation. More particularly, the quantita-
tion setup mechanism 58 has a function of outputting a
replenishment stop signal to the paint feed valve 43 to
turn off a paint supply by the paint feed mechanism 32
as soon as a preset amount of extruding liquid is dis-
placed and discharged out of an extruding liquid chamber
20 as a result of paint charging into its paint chamber 19.
[0075] As shown in Figs. 4 and 9, the quantitation setup
mechanism 58 is constituted by a return line 59, an ex-
truding liquid line change-over valve 60, a quantitation
tank 61, a piston 62, a metering chamber 63, a support
arm 64, a quantitation setup portion 65, a sensor 66 and
a drain valve 68 which will be described hereinafter.
[0076] Indicated at 59 is a return line which is connect-
ed between the extruding liquid line 55 and the extruding
liquid source 57. This return line 59 is constituted by an
inlet line 59A connecting an extruding liquid line change-
over valve 60 with a quantitation tank 61, and a drain line
59B connecting the quantitation tank 61 with the extrud-
ing liquid source 57, as described below.
[0077] Denoted 60 is an extruding liquid line change-
over valve which is provided between the supply line 55A
and the common line 55B of the extruding liquid line 55.
This extruding liquid line change-over valve 60 is consti-
tuted by a feed valve 60A and a return valve 60B. At the
time of feeding an extruding liquid to the extruding liquid
chamber 20 of the cartridge 16, the feed valve 60A is
opened to bring the supply line 55A into communication
with the common line 55B. On the other hand, the return
valve 60B is opened at the time of returning an extruding
liquid from the extruding liquid chamber 20 of the car-
tridge 16 to the quantitation tank 61, to bring the common
line 55B into communication with an inlet line 59A of the
return line 59.
[0078] Indicated at 61 is a quantitation tank which is
connected with the return line 59. This quantitation tank
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61 is constituted by a tubular body 61A, a front lid portion
61B which closes a front end of the tubular body 61A,
and a rear lid portion 61C which closes a rear end of the
tubular body 61A. Connected to the front lid  portion 61B
are the inlet line 59A and drain line 59B of the return line
59 for communication with a metering chamber 63, which
will be described hereinafter. On the other hand, an arm
through hole 61D is bored in the rear lid portion 61C to
receive a support arm 64, which will be described here-
inafter.
[0079] Denoted at 62 is a piston which is fitted in the
quantitation tank 61 as a movable partition wall, which is
movable in an axial direction (in the direction of arrow A
or B). By the piston 62, a metering chamber 63 is defined
between the front face 62A and the front lid portion 61B
of the quantitation tank 61. Further, the rear end face 62B
of the piston 62 is used as a sensing surface of the sensor
66 in detecting a distance of displacement of the piston
62 based on the rear end face 62B in a metering operation
which will be described hereinafter. The piston 62 is
pushed in the direction of arrow B when an extruding
liquid is introduced into the metering chamber 63, and
moved in the direction of arrow A when pushed by the
support arm 64, which will be described hereinafter.
[0080] In this instance, an extruding liquid which is dis-
charged from an extruding liquid chamber 20 of a car-
tridge 16 is introduced into the metering chamber 63. At
this time, the extruding liquid is pushed out through a
piston 18 by paint which is replenished to the paint cham-
ber 19 of the cartridge 16. Therefore, the amount  of an
extruding liquid which is pushed out of the extruding liquid
chamber 20 of the cartridge 16 is equivalent to the
amount of paint replenishment into the paint chamber
19. Thus, the amount of paint replenishment into the paint
chamber 19 of the cartridge 16 can be detected accu-
rately by measuring the amount of this extruding liquid.
[0081] In this regard, it is conceivable to measure a
flow rate of the discharged extruding liquid through the
return line 59 by the use of a flow meter instead of the
quantitation setup mechanism 58. However, the use of
a flow meter is unsuitable because generally a flow meter
is low in accuracy of measurement and particularly un-
suited for measurement of a liquid at a small flow rate,
so that due to accumulation of measurement errors it
would be difficult for a flow meter to measure correctly
the discharge of the extruding liquid from the extruding
liquid chamber 20.
[0082] Indicated at 64 is a support arm which consti-
tutes part of the quantitation setup portion 65, supporting
a sensor 66 at its distal end, which will be described here-
inafter. In cooperation with and by way of the quantitation
setup portion 65 which will be described hereinafter, the
support arm 64 can be moved to push the piston 62 in
the direction of arrow A as far as a position at which the
inner space of the metering chamber 63 is reduced to a
minimum volume. From a proximal end which is mounted
on a shifting  member 65C of the quantitation setup por-
tion 65, the support arm 64 is extended horizontally in a

forward direction to advance into the tank 61 through the
rear lid portion 61C. Thus, the support arm 64 can be
moved in the directions of arrows A and B by the quan-
titation setup portion 65.
[0083] Denoted at 65 is a quantitation setup portion
which is provided on the rear side of the quantitation tank
61. This quantitation setup portion 65 is provided for mov-
ing the support arm 64 in the directions of arrows A and
B which will be the movable direction for the piston 62.
In order to locate the sensor 66, which will be described
hereinafter, correctly at an aimed position of quantitation,
the quantitation setup portion 65 control rotation of the
ball screw 65B by a servo motor 65A and move a shifting
member 65C which the support arm 64 is mounted, along
the ball screw 65B.
[0084] Indicated at 66 is a sensor which is attached on
the fore distal end of the support arm 64 for detecting the
position of the rear face 62B of the piston 62. For exam-
ple, a contacting type sensor such as a limit switch, which
is adapted to detect the position of the rear face 62B of
the piston 62 by contact therewith, is employed as the
sensor 66 in the particular embodiment shown. A non-
contacting type sensor such as optical sensor, magnetic
sensor or ultrasound sensor may be used for the sensor
66 if desired.
[0085] Further, the sensor 66 is connected to a control
unit (not  shown) which is at the control of the paint re-
plenishing device 31. The sensor 66 outputs a replenish-
ment stop signal to the control unit upon detection of abut-
ment against of the piston 62, namely, as soon as the
metering chamber 63 is filled with a predetermined
amount of a discharged extruding liquid. In addition, a
valve closing signal is output to paint feed valve 43 of the
paint/wash fluid change-over valve 42 from the control
unit to stop paint replenishment by the paint feed mech-
anism 32.
[0086] The paint supply by the paint feed mechanism
32 can be stopped to end a paint quantitation even when
one of color change valve device 49, the color A paint
valve 49A through to the color N paint valve 49N, is closed
by a replenishment stop signal from the sensor 66. Fur-
ther, the quantitative paint replenishment can be ended
when both of the paint feed valve 43 and one of the color
A paint valve 49A through to the color N paint valve 49N
are closed by a replenishment stop signal.
[0087] Indicated at 67 is an initial position sensor which
is provided on the front lid portion 61B of the quantitation
tank 61. This initial position sensor 67 is provided for the
purpose of detecting the position of a front face 62A of
the piston 62. Similarly to the sensor 66 mentioned
above, for example, a limit switch, optical sensor, a mag-
netic sensor or ultrasound sensor can be used for the
initial position sensor 67.
[0088] The initial position sensor 67 is connected to a
control unit of the paint replenishing device 31. The initial
position sensor 67 outputs an initial position detection
signal to the control unit when the piston 62 is located in
an initial position, reducing the inner space of the meter-
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ing chamber 63 to a minimal volume. By this initial posi-
tion detection signal, the paint feed mechanism 32 is per-
mitted to proceed to a next replenishing operation, and
after washing operation, the servo motor 65A of the quan-
titation setup portion 65 which consist the quantitation
setup mechanism 58 is driven to set the support arm 64
at a specific quantitation position.
[0089] Indicated at 68 is a drain valve which is provided
in the drain line 59B of the return line 59. This drain valve
68 is closed when an extruding liquid is introduced into
the metering chamber 63. On the other hand, the drain
valve 68 is opened when discharging an extruding liquid
from the metering chamber 63, returning the discharged
extruding liquid from the metering chamber 63 to the ex-
truding liquid source 57.
[0090] Being arranged as described above, the paint
replenishing device 31 of the present embodiment is put
in operation for replenishing the cartridge 16 in the man-
ner as described in greater detail below with reference
to time charts of Figs. 13 and 14.
[0091] Firstly, shown in Fig. 13 is a time chart for re-
plenishing a cartridge 16 with a different color paint after
a color change.
[0092] In an initial state, the cartridge 16 is finished
using in a previous paint coating operation and there are
residues of the previous color remain in the paint cham-
ber 19. On the other hand, within the quantitation tank
61 of the quantitation setup mechanism 58, the piston 62
is located in an initial position in close proximity of an
initial position sensor 67 (with the inner space of the me-
tering chamber 63 reduced to a minimum volume).
[0093] Now, a paint replenishing operation is started
with a cartridge mounting stage in which a cartridge 16
with residues of a previous color is mounted and set on
a replenishing stool 33. Namely, a cartridge 16 to be re-
plenished with paint of a different color by the paint re-
plenishing device 31 is set on a replenishing stool 33 of
the paint feed mechanism 32. At this time, the quick joint
25 on the side of the cartridge 16 and the quick joint 48
on the side of the replenishing stool 33 are coupled with
each other in an opened state.
[0094] Next, it will transfer to the cartridge washing
stage to wash the cartridge 16 after mounting it on the
replenishing stool 33.
[0095] In the washing stage, firstly residues of a pre-
vious color which remain in the paint chamber 19 of the
cartridge 16 after a previous paint coating operation are
discharged to the outside by the extruding liquid feed
mechanism 54. For discharging paint residues operation,
the feed valve 60A of the extruding liquid line  change-
over valve 60 is switched to opened position, and the
pump 56 is put in operation. As a result, an extruding
liquid from the extruding liquid source 57 is supplied to
the extruding liquid chamber 20 through the extruding
liquid line 55, extruding liquid passage 47 on the side of
the replenishing stool and extruding liquid passage 24
on the side of the cartridge.
[0096] Consequently, as shown in Fig. 10, the piston

18 is pushed toward the feed tube 21 by the extruding
liquid introduced into the extruding liquid chamber 20, to
discharge paint residues in the paint chamber 19 to the
waste liquid tank 38 through the paint supply passage
21A in the feed tube 21 as the inner space of the paint
chamber 19 is contracted to a minimum volume.
[0097] After discharging residual paint of a previous
color from the paint chamber 19 of the cartridge 16 in this
manner by contracting the paint chamber 19 to a mini-
mum volume, the washing operation then proceed to a
cartridge washing stage to wash away paint residues and
deposits of a previous color from the paint chamber 19
of the cartridge 16 and the paint supply passage 21A of
the feed tube 21 or the like by the paint feed mechanism
32.
[0098] In the cartridge washing stage, the valve body
39B of the paint passage change-over valve 39 is dis-
placed against the action of the valve spring 39D to push
open the valve body 23B of the quick joint 23, bringing
the outlet passage 40 into communication with  the paint
passage 22 on the side of the cartridge. Further, the wash
fluid feed valve 44 of the paint/wash fluid change-over
valve 42 is opened. In this state, the wash air valve 54Ar
and wash liquid valve 53Lq of the wash fluid selector
valve 53 are opened alternately, letting wash air and
wash liquid from the wash air source 51Ar and wash liquid
source 51Lq of the wash fluid source unit 51 gush into
the paint chamber 19. In this state, since the trigger valve
26 of the cartridge 16 is open, wash fluids are allowed to
flow forward of the paint chamber 19 through the paint
supply passage 21A of the feed tube 21 to wash away
residues and deposits of a previous color from the paint
chamber 19 and feed tube 21 to the waste liquid tank 38.
[0099] After washing the cartridge 16 in this manner in
the above-described cartridge washing stage, the oper-
ation then proceeds to a paint replenishing stage, refilling
paint to the paint chamber 19 .
[0100] The paint replenishing stage consist of a quan-
titation setting operation setting quantitation of replenish-
ing paint to the paint chamber 19 and a replenishing op-
eration feeding paint to the paint chamber 19.
[0101] First of all, the quantitation setup mechanism
58 is set up to a given quantitation setting in the manner
as follows. In this operation, on the basis of an initial
position detection signal  from the initial position sensor
67 in detection of the front face 62A of the piston 62, a
check is made as to whether or not the quantitation setup
mechanism 58 is in a ready position. After this, the servo
motor 65A of the quantitation setup portion 65 is put in
rotation to shift the position of the sensor 66 along with
the support arm 64 in the direction of arrow A or B.
[0102] At this time, when the front face 62A of the piston
62 is abutted against the front lid portion 61B of the quan-
titation tank 61 as shown in Fig. 10 (when the front face
62A of the piston 62 is detected by the initial position
sensor 67), the rear face 62B is assumed to be in an
initial position a, spaced by predetermined distances, for
example, from quantiation setting positions b and c in the
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direction of arrow B.
[0103] In this instance, in order to explain the quanti-
tation setting procedures more clearly, when the rear face
62B of the piston 62 is located at the initial position a, a
quantity of an extruding liquid which is charged into the
metering chamber 63 will be 0 cc, 250 cc when at the
setting position b and 500 cc when at the setting position
of c, respectively. These quantities of replenishment are
determined depending on a demand from the side of the
cartridge 16 to be replenished, and therefore not neces-
sarily limited to the exemplified quantities 250 cc and 500
cc.
[0104] Namely, in a case where 250 cc of paint is to
be replenished  into the paint chamber 19 of the cartridge
16, the position of the support arm 64 is shifted in the
direction of arrow B to locate the sensor 66 at the fore
distal end of the support arm 64 at the setting position b
as shown in Fig. 10.
[0105] After setting the quantitation of the replenishing
paint in the paint chamber 19, then proceed to paint re-
plenishing operation. In this step, the return valve 60B of
the extruding liquid line change-over valve 60 is opened
while the drain valve 68 is closed by the control unit.
Further, the paint passage change-over valve 39 is
changed over to open the quick joint 23, and the paint
feed valve 43 of the paint/wash fluid change-over valve
42 is opened as well. In this state, for example, a color
A paint valve 49A of the color change valve device 49 is
opened. Whereupon, paint of color A from the color A
paint source 50A of the paint source unit 50 is fed forward
and replenished into the paint chamber 19 of the cartridge
16 through the paint line 46, paint feed valve 43, outlet
passage 40 and paint passage 22 on the side of the car-
tridge and the like.
[0106] At this time, in step with the paint replenishment
into the paint chamber 19, an equivalent amount of an
extruding liquid is displaced and discharged from the ex-
truding liquid chamber 20 and introduced into the meter-
ing chamber 63 of the quantitation tank 61 through the
extruding liquid passage 24 on the side of the  cartridge,
extruding liquid passage 47 on the side of the replenish-
ing stool, extruding liquid line 55, return valve 60B of the
extruding liquid line change-over valve 60 and inlet line
59A of the return line 59. As a result, the piston 62 in the
quantitation tank 61 is displaced in the direction of arrow
B from the initial position a.
[0107] Then, as shown in Fig. 11, as soon as the rear
face 62B of the piston 62 is shifted to the setting position
b, this is detected by the sensor 66 of the quantitation
setup mechanism 58, and a replenishment stop signal is
fed to the control unit of the paint replenishing device 31.
In response to the replenishment stop signal from the
sensor 66, the paint feed valve 43 of the paint/wash fluid
change-over valve 42 is closed by the control unit to stop
the paint supply to the cartridge 16. Further, the switching
action of the paint passage change-over valve 39 is can-
celled to close the quick joint 23. Besides, the color A
paint valve 49A of the color change valve device 49 is

closed to suspend the paint replenishment.
[0108] In this manner, by metering a quantity of an ex-
truding liquid, which is discharged from the extruding liq-
uid chamber 20 as a quantity of replenishing paint which
feeds the paint chamber 19, it is possible to refill accurate
amount of 250 cc of paint to the paint chamber 19.
[0109] Now, upon completion of the replenishing
stage, the operation proceeds to a post-replenishment
stage to discharge and wash away paint which remains
in various parts.
[0110] The post-replenishment stage is started with an
operation of washing off paint residues on the side of the
paint feed mechanism 32, including the paint line 46,
paint feed valve 43, outlet passage 40 and paint passage
change-over valve 39. At this time, the wash fluid feed
valve 44 of the paint/wash fluid change-over valve 42 is
opened, and the wash air valve 53Ar and wash liquid
valve 53Lq of the wash fluid selector valve 53 are opened
alternately to let the wash air and wash liquid flow through
the wash fluid selector valve 53, wash fluid feed valve
44, outlet passage 40, paint passage change-over valve
39, waste liquid passage 41 and connector member 36,
discharging spent wash fluids to the waste liquid tank 38
through the waste liquid line 37.
[0111] Now, paint residues of color A in the paint line
46 are washed away in the manner as follows. Namely,
for this purpose, the waste liquid valve 45 is opened, and
the wash liquid valve 49Lq and wash air valve 49Ar of
the color change valve device 49 are opened alternately,
directly feeding wash fluids from the color change valve
device 49 to the paint line 46 to wash away residues of
color A and discharging same to the waste liquid tank 38.
[0112] In this instance, the wash fluids in circulation
through the  waste liquid passage 41 as mentioned above
can be directed toward a fore end portion of the feed tube
21 from the radial port 36A of the connector member 36
to efficiently wash off scattered paint deposits on the fore
end portion of the feed tube 21.
[0113] On the other hand, in the post-replenishment
stage, the return valve 60B of the extruding liquid line
change-over valve 60 of the quantitation setup mecha-
nism 58 is closed while the drain valve 68 is opened. In
this state, the servo motor 65A of the quantitation setup
portion 65 is put in rotation to move the support arm 64
in the direction of arrow A to push the piston 62 with the
support arm 64 in the direction of arrow A. As a result,
as shown in Fig. 12, the extruding liquid in the metering
chamber 63 can be returned to the extruding liquid source
57 through the drain line 59B.
[0114] Further, as the piston 62 is pushed in the direc-
tion of arrow A as far as the initial position a in the prox-
imity of or in abutting engagement with the front lid portion
61A of the quantitation tank 61, the front face 62A of the
piston 62 is detected by the initial position sensor 67, and
an initial position detection signal is output to the control
unit of the paint replenishing device 31 to permit a next
paint replenishing operation.
[0115] In the foregoing description, the cartridge 16 is
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replenished with paint of a different color. Now, described
below with reference to Fig. 14 are procedures for re-
plenishing a cartridge  16 repeatedly with paint of the
same color.
[0116] In this case, there is no need to proceed the
washing stage for a cartridge 16, even if a previous color
remains in the cartridge 16. Therefore, as soon as a car-
tridge 16 is set on a replenishing stool 33 for paint re-
plenishment as shown in Fig. 14, a replenishing operation
can be started immediately to refill the cartridge with paint
of the same color in a preset quantity.
[0117] Thus, according to the present embodiment, the
quantity of paint to be replenished into a paint chamber
19 of a cartridge 16 is set up in advance by way of the
quantitation setup mechanism 58, which is arranged to
meter an amount of an extruding liquid which is displaced
and discharged out of the extruding liquid chamber 20
as a result of a paint replenishment into the paint chamber
19 and to stop the paint replenishment by the paint feed
mechanism 32 as soon as the amount of the displaced
extruding liquid reaches a preset quantitation value.
[0118] At the time of a paint replenishment, a cartridge
16 is set on a replenishing stool 33 of the paint feed mech-
anism 32, whereupon a paint chamber 19 is connected
to the respective paint sources 50A through 50N of the
paint source unit 50 while an extruding liquid chamber
20 is connected to the quantitation setup mechanism 58.
Now, the paint feed mechanism 32 can replenish the
paint chamber 19 of the cartridge 16 with paint from a
selected one of the paint  sources 50A to 50N. In step
with a progress of paint replenishment into the paint
chamber 19, an equivalent amount of an extruding liquid
is displaced and discharged from the extruding liquid
chamber 20 at the cartridge 16.
[0119] Accordingly, irrespective of paint properties
(e.g., viscosity, specific gravity or existence of a metallic
component), the quantitation setup mechanism 58 can
correctly quantitate replenished paint which are replen-
ished in the cartridge 16 by metering the amount of an
extruding liquid which is discharged from the extruding
liquid chamber 20 of the cartridge 16. As soon as the
discharges of the extruding liquid reach a preset quanti-
tation value, the quantitation setup mechanism 58 stop
the paint replenishment by the paint feed mechanism 32.
Thus, the cartridge 16 is correctly replenished with a pre-
set amount of paint.
[0120] As a result, all paint, which will be used in coat-
ing operation can replenish in correct amount to the car-
tridge 16, irrespective of the nature of paint, it becomes
possible to contribute to cut the paint consumption
through reductions of wasteful paint rejections and to cut
the cost of waste disposal as well. In addition, even in a
case where a cartridge 16 is replenished exclusively with
paint of a specific color repeatedly, it becomes possible
to prevent old paint from accumulating in the cartridge
16 to improve the finish quality of paint coatings.
[0121] Further, the quantitation setup mechanism 58
is composed of the quantitation tank 61 which is connect-

ible to an extruding liquid chamber 20 of a cartridge 16,
a piston 62 defining the metering chamber 63 on one
side thereof and being displaced in step with a progress
of quantitation of the extruding liquid introduced into the
metering chamber 63, the quantitation setup portion 65
for preset a specified amount of replenishment for the
cartridge 16, and the sensor 66 which is adapted to output
a replenishment stop signal as soon as the piston 62 is
displaced as far as a preset position by the quantitation
setup portion 65.
[0122] With the quantitation setup mechanism 58, an
extruding liquid which is discharged from an extruding
liquid chamber 20 of a cartridge 16 is introduced into the
metering chamber 63. At this time, commensurate with
the amount of the extruding liquid introduced into the me-
tering chamber 63, the piston 62 is accurately put in a
displacement. Therefore, the paint replenishment into a
paint chamber 19 can be correctly quantitated by way of
detecting a distance of displacement of the piston 62 by
the sensor 66.
[0123] Upon detecting the piston 62 displaced a pre-
determined distance in the direction of arrow B, a replen-
ishment stop signal is fed to the control unit of the paint
replenishing device 31 from the quantitation setup mech-
anism 58 to stop the paint replenishment by the paint
feed mechanism 32. Thus, a preset amount of paint, nec-
essary for a next paint coating operation, can be correctly
quantitated by the metering chamber 63 and replenished
into a paint chamber 19 of a cartridge 16.
[0124] Further, the quantitation setup portion 65, which
is arranged to shift the position of the sensor 66 by means
of the servo motor 65A, can adjust the position of the
piston 62 correctly in a stepless fashion. That is to say,
the amount of paint to be replenished into the paint cham-
ber 19 of a cartridge 16 can be set up properly and cor-
rectly.
[0125] On the other hand, the quantitation setup por-
tion 65 is arranged to push the piston 62 in the direction
of arrow A as far as the initial position a (see Fig. 10)
where the inner space of the metering chamber 63 is
squeezed to a minimum volume. Thus, by pushing back
the piston 62 by the support arm 64 in a post-replenish-
ment stage, an extruding liquid in the metering chamber
63 can be returned to the extruding liquid source 57.
Since the piston 62 can be moved by the quantitation
setup portion 65 for shifting the sensor 66 without resort-
ing to an exclusive piston drive mechanism, the quanti-
tation setup mechanism 58 can be provided in a simplified
form in construction.
[0126] Further, the initial position sensor 67 is provided
on the front lid portion 61B of the quantitation tank 61 to
detect the piston 62 as soon as it is located in the initial
position a after  pushing the inner space of the metering
chamber 63 to a minimum volume. Thus, there is no pos-
sibility of replenishing a cartridge 16 with an incorrect
amount of paint.
[0127] Furthermore, since the quantitation setup
mechanism 58 is adapted to meter the amount of replen-
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ished paint in the paint chamber 19 on the basis of an
amount of an extruding liquid which is displaced and dis-
charged out of the extruding liquid chamber 20 of the
cartridge 16 in step with a progress of paint replenish-
ment. Therefore, even in the event of a change of a paint
supply line, replenishing paint can be quantitated accu-
rately without necessitating any adjustment.
[0128] Now, referring to Figs. 15 and 16, there is shown
a second embodiment of the present invention. This em-
bodiment has a feature in that the quantitation mecha-
nism is adapted to move a piston to an initial position by
the use of compressed air. In the following description of
the second embodiment, those component parts which
are equivalent with a counterpart in the foregoing first
embodiment are simply designated by the same refer-
ence numeral or character to avoid repetitions of similar
explanations.
[0129] In Fig. 15, indicated at 71 is a quantitation setup
mechanism which is adopted as a quantitation setting
means in the second embodiment, and at 72 a quantita-
tion tank of the quantitation setup mechanism 71. Simi-
larly to the quantitation tank 61 in the first  embodiment,
the quantitation tank 72 is constituted of a tubular body
72A, a front lid portion 72B and a rear lid portion 72C. An
arm passage hole 72D is formed in the rear lid portion
72C for insertion of a support arm 64. Similarly to the first
embodiment, a piston 62 is fitted in the quantitation tank
72, defining a metering chamber 63 between the piston
62 and the front lid portion 72B.
[0130] However, the quantitation tank 72 of the second
embodiment differs from the quantitation tank 61 in the
first embodiment in that the arm passage hole 72D is
fitted air-tight around the circumference of the support
arm 64, and in that an air valve 74 is connected as de-
scribed hereinafter. In the case of the second embodi-
ment, an air chamber 73 is defined in the quantitation
tank 72, on the rear face 62B of the piston 62.
[0131] Indicated at 74 is an air valve which is connected
to the air chamber 73 of the quantitation tank 72 through
an air line 75. This air valve 74 plays a role of selectively
connecting the air chamber 73 with the atmosphere or
an air source 76. Namely, the air valve 74 is adapted to
normally communicate the air chamber 73 with the at-
mosphere to release compressed air, permitting the pis-
ton 62 to move in the direction of arrow B. On the other
hand, when the air valve 74 is switched to connect the
air line 75 with the air source 76, compressed air is fed,
pushing the piston 62  in the direction of arrow A toward
an initial position as indicated in a time chart of Fig. 16,
irrespective of operations of a sensor 66 and support arm
64.
[0132] Being arranged in the manner as described
above, the second embodiment can produce substan-
tially the same operational effects as the foregoing first
embodiment. Especially in the case of the second em-
bodiment, the piston 62 is moved by means of the air
valve 74 as shown in Fig. 16. Therefore, no matter in
which position the support arm 64 is located, the piston

62 can be moved in the direction of arrow A toward the
initial position a simply by introducing compressed air
into the air chamber 73 by switching the air valve 74.
Accordingly, in this case, there is no need for driving the
support arm 64 at the time of returning the piston 62 to
the initial position a, permitting to carry out replenishing
process in a more efficient manner.
[0133] In the foregoing embodiments, the paint/wash
fluid change-over valve 42 is provided on the replenishing
stool 33 of the paint feed mechanism 32, providing two
separate wash lines for the purpose of shortening the
time period of a washing operation, i.e., a line for washing
the outlet passage 40 and paint chamber 19 of a cartridge
16 and a line for washing from the color change valve
device 49 to the paint line 46.
[0134] However, in this regard, it is to be understood
that the  present invention is not limited to the particular
example shown. For instance, as in a modification shown
in Fig. 17, a paint feed valve 81 which is directly connect-
ed to a color change valve device 82 may be provided
on a replenishing stool 33. In this case an outlet passage
40 and a paint chamber 19 of a cartridge 16 can be
washed with wash liquid and wash air which are supplied
from the color change valve device 82. That is to say, in
this case, the wash fluid feed valve 44 and the waste
liquid valve 45 of the paint/wash fluid change-over valve
42 as well as bypass lines 52Lq, 52Ar and a wash fluid
selector valve 53 can be omitted.
[0135] Further, in the foregoing embodiments, by way
of example arrangements are made such that the paint
feed valve 43 of the paint/wash fluid change-over valve
42 is closed in response to a replenishment stop signal
which is fed to a control unit (not shown) from the sensor
66 of the quantitation setup mechanism 58. However, in
this regard, the present invention is not limited to the par-
ticular arrangements shown. For instance, the paint feed
mechanism may be arranged in such a way as to stop a
replenishing operation as soon as a replenishment stop
signal is applied to a corresponding one of paint valves
49A through 49N of the color change valve device 49
from a control unit. Alternatively, a replenishing operation
may be stopped by simultaneously closing both of the
paint feed valve 43 and color A feed valve 49A by the
replenishment stop  signal.
[0136] Further, in the foregoing embodiments, by way
of example a piston 18 is provided in a tank 17 of a car-
tridge 16 as a movable partition wall to be put in a sliding
displacement within the tank 17. However, the present
invention is not limited to this particular example. For in-
stance, a bellows structure or a flexible bag may be pro-
vided in a tank 17 of a cartridge 16 as a movable partition
wall which is internally communicated with a feed tube.
[0137] On the other hand, in the foregoing embodi-
ments, by way of example the support arm 64, quantita-
tion setup portion 65 and sensor 66 are provided sepa-
rately from the quantitation tank 61. However, in this re-
gard, the present invention is not limited to the particular
example shown. For instance, the support arm 64 may
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be formed integrally with the shift member 65C of the
quantitation setup portion 65. Alternatively, the support
arm, sensor and quantitation setup portion may be inte-
grally incorporated into one quantitation tank assembly.
Further, a bellows or a diaphragm may be employed as
a movable partition wall in place of the piston 62 if desired.
[0138] Furthermore, in the foregoing embodiments, by
way of example arrangements are made such that paint
is replenished into a paint chamber 19 of a cartridge 16
through the quick joint 23 and paint  passage 22. How-
ever, the present invention is not limited to the particular
arrangements shown. For instance, in a manner similar
to Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2000-176328, a color
change valve device and a replenishing valve may be
provided at the position of a waste liquid line 37 which is
connected to a replenishing stool 33 to replenish paint
into a paint chamber 19 of a cartridge 16, for example,
by way of a paint supply passage 21A of a feed tube 21
and a paint passage 17B of a tank 17. In this case, the
paint passage 22 on the side of a cartridge, quick joint
23 and paint passage change-over valve 39 can be omit-
ted.
[0139] Moreover, in the foregoing embodiments, by
way of example an extruding liquid is fed toward a car-
tridge 16 from the extruding liquid source 57 by the use
of the pump 56. However, the present invention is not
limited to this particular example. In a case where an
extruding liquid is fed under a high pressure like a circu-
lation line in a plant, the pump 56 can also be omitted.

Claims

1. A paint replenishing system for a cartridge, the sys-
tem being composed of:

a paint feed means (32) for feeding paint to a
cartridge (16) which is defined by a paint cham-
ber (19) and an extruding liquid chamber (20)
separated by a cartridge partition wall (18), and
an extruding liquid feed means (54) including an
extruding liquid passage (47) adapted to push
out residual paint from said paint chamber (19)
by feeding an extruding liquid to said extruding
liquid chamber (20) of said cartridge (16), char-
acterized in that said paint replenishing system
for a cartridge comprises:

a quantitation setup means (58, 71) for pre-
setting a quantity of paint to be replenished
into said paint chamber (19) of said car-
tridge (16) according to a preset target
quantitation value, and stopping paint re-
plenishment by said paint feed means (32)
as soon as discharges of an extruding liquid
from said extruding liquid chamber (20)
caused by said replenishment reach a pre-
set target quantitation value, said quantita-

tion setup means (58, 71) comprises a
quantitation tank (61, 72), an extruding liq-
uid line change-over valve (60) selectively
connecting said extruding liquid passage
(47) for said extruding liquid chamber (20)
of said cartridge (16) with either an extrud-
ing liquid feed means (54) or said quantita-
tion tank (61, 72), a movable quantitation
tank partition wall (62) incorporated into
said quantitation tank (61, 72) to define
therein a metering chamber (63) connected
to the change-over valve (60) and having
an inner volume varying in proportion to a
quantity of said extruding liquid introduced
into said metering chamber (63) from said
extruding liquid passage, a quantitation set-
up portion (65) for presetting a quantity of
paint replenishment to said extruding liquid
chamber (20) of said cartridge (16), and a
sensor (66) adapted to output a replenish-
ment stop signal as soon as said movable
quantitation tank partition wall (62) is dis-
placed to a predetermined position preset
by said quantitation setup portion (65).

2. A paint replenishing system for a cartridge as defined
in claim 1, wherein said paint feed means (32) is
adapted to stop a quantitative paint replenishment
in response to a replenishment stop signal output by
said sensor (66).

3. A paint replenishing system for a cartridge as defined
in claim 1, wherein said quantitation setup portion
(65) is adapted to squeeze residues of said extruding
liquid out of said metering chamber (63) by pushing
said movable partition wall (62) as far as an initial
position, reducing inner space of said metering
chamber (63) to a minimum volume.

4. A paint replenishing system for a cartridge as defined
in claim 1, wherein a metering chamber (63) and an
air chamber (73) are defined in said quantitation tank
(72) by said movable partition wall (62), said air
chamber (73) of said quantitation tank (72) being
connected to an air valve (74) thereby to push said
partition wall (62) as far as an initial position, reducing
inner space of said metering chamber (63) to a min-
imum volume.

5. A paint replenishing system for a cartridge as defined
in claim 1, wherein an initial position sensor (67) is
provided in said quantitation tank (61, 72) to detect
location of said movable partition wall (62) at an initial
position after pushing inner space of said metering
chamber (63) to a minimum volume.

6. A paint replenishing system for a cartridge as defined
in claim 1, wherein said paint feed means (32) is
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comprised of a replenishing stool (33) for mounting
a cartridge (16), a color change valve device (49, 82)
connected to said replenishing stool (33) to supply
paint and wash fluids to said cartridge (16), and a
paint feed valve (43, 81) connected between said
replenishing stool (33) and said color change valve
device (49, 82) to turn on and off a paint supply from
said color change valve device (49, 82);
said quantitation setup means (58, 71) being adapt-
ed to output a replenishment stop signal as soon as
discharges of an extruding liquid from  said extruding
liquid chamber (20) of said cartridge (16) reach a
preset quantitation value; and
said paint feed means (32) being adapted to end a
quantitative paint replenishment by stopping a paint
supply from said paint feed valve (43, 81) and/or said
color change valve device (49, 82) to complete a
quantitative replenishment as soon as a replenish-
ment stop signal is output by said quantitation setup
means (58, 71).

7. A paint replenishing system for a cartridge as defined
in claim 1, wherein said paint feed means (32) com-
prises a replenishing stool (33) for mounting said car-
tridge (16), a color change valve device (49, 82) con-
nected to said replenishing stool (33) to supply paint
and wash fluids to said cartridge (16), and a paint
feed valve (43, 81) connected between said replen-
ishing stool (33) and said color change valve device
(49, 82) to turn on and off a paint supply from said
color change valve device (49, 82);
said extruding liquid feed means (54) being com-
prised of an extruding liquid source (57) holding a
stock of extruding liquid, an extruding liquid line (55)
connected between said extruding liquid source (57)
and said replenishing stool (33), and a pump (56)
provided in said extruding liquid line (55);
said quantitation setup means (58, 71) having said
extruding liquid line change-over valve (60) provided
in said extruding liquid line (55) at a position between
said replenishing stool (33) and said pump (56); and
said extruding liquid line change-over valve (60)
comprises a feed valve (60A) for establishing and
blocking communication between said extruding liq-
uid chamber (20) of said cartridge (16) and said
pump (56), and a return valve (60B) for establishing
and blocking communication between said extruding
liquid chamber (20) of said cartridge (16) and said
metering chamber (63) of said quantitation tank (61,
72).

8. A paint replenishing system for a cartridge as defined
in claim 7, wherein said paint feed means (32) is
adapted to end a quantitative paint replenishment
by stopping a paint supply from said paint feed valve
(43, 81) and/or said color change valve device (49,
82) in response to a replenishment stop signal output
by said sensor (66) of said quantitation setup means

(58, 71).

9. A paint replenishing system for a cartridge as defined
in claim 7, wherein said quantitation setup means
(58, 71) further comprises a drain valve (68) which
being closed when an extruding liquid is introduced
into said metering chamber (63) of said quantitation
tank (61, 72) and opened when draining said extrud-
ing liquid from said metering chamber (63).

Patentansprüche

1. Farbwiederauffüllsystem für eine Kartusche, wobei
das System aufweist:

eine Farbzuführeinrichtung (32) zum Zuführen
von Farbe zu einer Kartusche (16), die durch
eine Farbkammer (19) und durch eine Extrusi-
onsflüssigkeitskammer (20) gebildet ist, die
durch eine Kartuschentrennwand (18) getrennt
sind, und
eine Extrusionsflüssigkeitszuführeinrichtung
(54) mit einem Extrusionsflüssigkeitskanal (47),
die eingerichtet ist, um restliche Farbe aus der
Farbkammer (19) auszustoßen, indem der Ex-
trusionsflüssigkeitskammer (20) der Kartusche
(16) eine Extrusionsflüssigkeit zugeführt wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Farbwie-
derauffüllsystem für eine Kartusche aufweist:

eine Mengeneinstelleinrichtung (58, 71)
zum Voreinstellen einer Menge an Farbe,
mit der die Farbkammer (19) der Kartusche
(16) wiederaufgefüllt werden soll, gemäß ei-
nem voreingestellten Zielmengenwert, und
zum Unterbrechen der Farbwiederauffül-
lung durch die Farbzuführeinrichtung (32),
sobald die Ausstoßmenge einer Extrusi-
onsflüssigkeit aus der Extrusionsflüssig-
keitskammer (20), bewirkt durch die Wie-
derauffüllung, einen voreingestellten Ziel-
mengenwert erreicht, wobei die Mengen-
einstelleinrichtung (58, 71) einen Mengen-
tank (61, 72), ein Extrusionsflüssigkeitsum-
schaltventil (60), mit Hilfe dessen der Ex-
trusionsflüssigkeitskanal (47) für die Ex-
trusionsflüssigkeitskammer (20) der
Kartusche (16) entweder mit einer
Extrusionsflüssigkeitszuführeinrichtung
(54) oder mit dem Mengentank (61, 72) ver-
bunden wird, eine bewegbare Mengen-
tanktrennwand (62), die in dem Mengen-
tank (61, 72) vorgesehen ist, um darin eine
Dosierkammer (63) zu bilden, die mit dem
Umschaltventil (60) verbunden ist und die
ein inneres Volumen hat, das sich propor-
tional zu einer Menge der Extrusionsflüssig-
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keit verändert, die von dem Extrusionsflüs-
sigkeitskanal in die Dosierkammer (63) ge-
leitet wird, einen Mengeneinstellabschnitt
(65) zum Voreinstellen einer Menge an
Farbwiederauffüllung für die Extrusions-
flüssigkeitskammer (20) der Kartusche
(16), und einen Sensor (66), der eingerich-
tet ist, um ein Wiederauffüllstoppsignal
auszugeben, sobald die bewegbare Men-
gentanktrennwand (62) in eine vorbestimm-
te Position verlagert ist, die durch den Men-
geneinstellabschnitt (65) voreingestellt ist.

2. Farbwiederauffüllsystem für eine Kartusche nach
Anspruch 1, wobei die Farbzuführeinrichtung (32)
ausgestaltet ist, um eine mengenmäßige Farbwie-
derauffüllung in Reaktion auf ein Wiederauffüllstopp-
signal zu beenden, das von dem Sensor (66) aus-
gegeben wird.

3. Farbwiederauffüllsystem für eine Kartusche nach
Anspruch 1, wobei der Mengeneinstellabschnitt (65)
ausgestaltet ist, um Reste der Extrusionsflüssigkeit
aus der Dosierkammer (63) auszustoßen, indem die
bewegbare Trennwand (62) bis zu einer Anfangspo-
sition gedrückt wird, wodurch der Innenraum der Do-
sierkammer (63) auf ein minimales Volumen redu-
ziert wird.

4. Farbwiederauffüllsystem für eine Kartusche nach
Anspruch 1, wobei durch die bewegbare Trennwand
(62) in dem Mengentank (72) eine Dosierkammer
(63) und eine Luftkammer (73) gebildet sind, wobei
die Luftkammer (73) des Mengentanks (72) mit ei-
nem Luftventil (74) verbunden ist, um dadurch die
Trennwand (62) bis zu einer Anfangsposition zu
drücken, wodurch der Innenraum der Dosierkammer
(63) auf eine minimales Volumen reduziert wird.

5. Farbwiederauffüllsystem für eine Kartusche nach
Anspruch 1, wobei in dem Mengentank (61, 72) ein
Anfangspositionssensor (67) vorgesehen ist, um die
Position der bewegbaren Trennwand (62) an einer
Anfangsposition zu erfassen, nachdem der Innen-
raum der Dosierkammer (63) auf ein minimales Vo-
lumen gedrückt ist.

6. Farbwiederauffüllsystem für eine Kartusche nach
Anspruch 1, wobei die Farbzuführeinrichtung (32)
eine Wiederauffüllkonsole (33), um eine Kartusche
(16) zu halten, eine Farbwechselventilvorrichtung
(49, 72), die mit der Wiederauffüllkonsole  (33) ver-
bunden ist, um der Kartusche (16) Farbe und Wasch-
fluide zuzuführen, und ein Farbzuführventil (43, 81)
aufweist, das zwischen der Wiederauffüllkonsole
(33) und der Farbwechselventilvorrichtung (49, 82)
vorgesehen ist, um eine Farbzufuhr von der Farb-
wechselventilvorrichtung (49, 82) ein- und auszu-

schalten;
wobei die Mengeneinstelleinrichtung (58, 71) aus-
gestaltet ist, um ein Wiederauffüllstoppsignal auszu-
geben, sobald die Ausstoßmenge einer Extrusions-
flüssigkeit aus der Extrusionsflüssigkeitskammer
(20) der Kartusche (16) einen voreingestellten Men-
genwert erreicht; und
wobei die Farbzuführeinrichtung (32) ausgestaltet
ist, um eine mengenmäßige Farbwiederauffüllung
zu beenden, indem eine Farbzufuhr von dem Farb-
zuführventil (43, 81) und/oder der Farbwechselven-
tilvorrichtung (49, 82) angehalten wird, um eine men-
genmäßige Wiederauffüllung fertig zu stellen, so-
bald ein Wiederauffüllstoppsignal von der Mengen-
einstelleinrichtung (58, 71) ausgegeben wird.

7. Farbwiederauffüllsystem für eine Kartusche nach
Anspruch 1, wobei die Farbzuführeinrichtung (32)
eine Wiederauffüllkonsole (33), um die Kartusche
(16) zu halten, eine Farbwechselventilvorrichtung
(49, 82), die mit der Wiederauffüllkonsole (33) ver-
bunden ist, um der Kartusche (16) Farbe und Wasch-
fluide zuzuführen, und ein Farbzuführventil (43, 81)
aufweist, das zwischen der Wiederauffüllkonsole
(33) und der Farbwechselventilvorrichtung (49, 82)
vorgesehen ist, um eine Farbzufuhr von der Farb-
wechselventilvorrichtung (49, 82) ein- und auszu-
schalten;
wobei die Extrusionsflüssigkeitszuführeinrichtung
(54) eine Extrusionsflüssigkeitsquelle (57), die einen
Vorrat an Extrusionsflüssigkeit enthält, eine Extrusi-
onsflüssigkeitsleitung (55), die zwischen der Extrusi-
onsflüssigkeitsquelle (57) und der Wiederauffüllkon-
sole (33) vorgesehen ist, und eine Pumpe (56) auf-
weist, die in der Extrusionsflüssigkeitsleitung (55)
vorgesehen ist;
wobei die Mengeneinstelleinrichtung (58, 71) das
Extrusionsflüssigkeitsleitungsumschaltventil (60)
aufweist, das in der Extrusionsflüssigkeitsleitung
(55) in einer Position zwischen der Wiederauffüllkon-
sole (33) und der Pumpe (56) vorgesehen ist; und
wobei das Extrusionsflüssigkeitsleitungsumschalt-
ventil (60) ein Zuführventil (60A), um eine Verbin-
dung zwischen der Extrusionsflüssigkeitskammer
(20) der Kartusche (16) und der Pumpe (56) herzu-
stellen und zu blokkieren, und ein Rückführventil
(60B) aufweist, um eine Verbindung zwischen der
Extrusionsflüssigkeitskammer (20) der Kartusche
(16) und der Dosierkammer (63) des Mengentanks
(61, 72) herzustellen und zu blockieren.

8. Farbwiederauffüllsystem für eine Kartusche nach
Anspruch 7, wobei die Farbzuführeinrichtung (32)
ausgestaltet ist, um eine mengenmäßige Farbwie-
derauffüllung zu beenden, indem eine Farbzufuhr
von dem Farbzuführventil (43, 81) und/oder der
Farbwechselventilvorrichtung (49,82) angehalten
wird, und zwar in Reaktion auf ein Wiederauffüll-
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stoppsignal, das von dem Sensor (66) der Mengen-
einstelleinrichtung (58, 71) ausgegeben wird.

9. Farbwiederauffüllsystem für eine Kartusche nach
Anspruch 7, wobei die Mengeneinstelleinrichtung
(58, 71) außerdem ein Ablaufventil (68) aufweist, das
geschlossen ist, wenn eine Extrusionsflüssigkeit in
die Dosierkammer (63) des Mengentanks (61, 72)
eingeleitet wird, und geöffnet ist, wenn die Extrusi-
onsflüssigkeit aus der Dosierkammer (63) abgeleitet
wird.

Revendications

1. Système de rechargement en peinture pour cartou-
che, le système étant composé de :

un moyen d’alimentation en peinture (32) pour
envoyer de la peinture dans une cartouche (16)
qui est définie par une chambre de peinture (19)
et une chambre de liquide d’extrusion (20) sé-
parées par une cloison de cartouche (18), et
un moyen d’alimentation en liquide d’extrusion
(54) comprenant un conduit de liquide d’extru-
sion (47) adapté pour pousser la peinture rési-
duelle hors de ladite chambre de peinture (19)
en introduisant un liquide d’extrusion dans ladite
chambre de liquide d’extrusion (20) de la car-
touche (16), caractérisé en ce que ledit systè-
me de rechargement de peinture pour cartouche
comprend :

un moyen de réglage de quantification (58,
71) pour préétablir une quantité de peinture
à introduire dans ladite chambre de peinture
(19) de la cartouche (16) selon une valeur
de quantification cible prédéterminée, et
pour faire arrêter le rechargement en pein-
ture par ledit moyen d’alimentation en pein-
ture (32) dès que le refoulement d’un liquide
d’extrusion de ladite chambre de liquide
d’extrusion (20) provoqué par ledit rechar-
gement atteint une valeur de quantification
cible prédéterminée, ledit moyen de réglage
de quantification (58, 71) comprend un ré-
servoir de quantification (61, 72), un robinet
de jumelage de conduite de liquide d’extru-
sion (60) qui connecte sélectivement ledit
conduit de liquide d’extrusion (47) pour la-
dite chambre de liquide d’extrusion (20) de
la cartouche (16) soit à un moyen d’alimen-
tation en liquide d’extrusion (54), soit audit
réservoir de quantification (61, 72), une cloi-
son mobile de réservoir de quantification
(62) placée dans ledit réservoir de quantifi-
cation (61, 72) pour y définir une chambre
de dosage (63) reliée au robinet de jumela-

ge (60) et ayant un volume intérieur qui varie
en fonction d’une quantité dudit liquide d’ex-
trusion introduite dans ladite chambre de
dosage (63) depuis ledit conduit de liquide
d’extrusion, une partie de réglage de quan-
tification (65) pour préétablir une quantité
de rechargement de peinture destinée à la-
dite chambre de liquide d’extrusion (20) de
la cartouche (16), et un capteur (66) adapté
pour  délivrer un signal d’arrêt de recharge-
ment dès que ladite cloison mobile de ré-
servoir de quantification (62) est déplacée
jusqu’à une position prédéterminée, établie
par ladite partie de réglage de quantification
(65).

2. Système de rechargement en peinture pour cartou-
che selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit moyen
d’alimentation en peinture (32) est adapté pour ar-
rêter un rechargement en peinture quantitatif en ré-
ponse à un signal d’arrêt de rechargement délivré
par ledit capteur (66).

3. Système de rechargement en peinture pour cartou-
che selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite partie
de réglage de quantification (65) est adaptée pour
extraire des résidus dudit liquide d’extrusion hors de
la chambre de dosage (63) en poussant ladite cloi-
son mobile (62) jusqu’à une position initiale, ce qui
réduit l’espace intérieur de ladite chambre de dosage
(63) à un volume minimum.

4. Système de rechargement en peinture pour cartou-
che selon la revendication 1, dans lequel une cham-
bre de dosage (63) et une chambre à air (73) sont
définies dans ledit réservoir de quantification (72)
par ladite cloison mobile (62), ladite chambre à air
(73) du réservoir de quantification (72) étant connec-
tée à un clapet d’air (74) pour pousser de ce fait
ladite cloison (62) jusqu’à une position initiale, ce qui
réduit l’espace intérieur de ladite chambre de dosage
(63) à un volume minimum.

5. Système de rechargement en peinture pour cartou-
che selon la revendication 1, dans lequel un capteur
de position initiale (67) est placé dans ledit réservoir
de quantification (61, 72) pour détecter la position
de ladite cloison mobile (62) dans une position ini-
tiale après avoir réduit l’espace intérieure de ladite
chambre de dosage (63) à un volume minimum.

6. Système de rechargement en peinture pour cartou-
che selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit moyen
d’alimentation en peinture (32) comprend un support
de recharge (33) pour monter une cartouche (16),
un dispositif de vanne de changement de couleur
(49, 82) connecté audit support de recharge (33)
pour fournir des fluides de  peinture et de lavage à
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ladite cartouche (16), et une vanne d’alimentation
en peinture (43, 81) connectée entre ledit support
de recharge (33) et ledit dispositif de vanne de chan-
gement de couleur (49, 82) pour mettre en marche
et arrêter une alimentation en peinture provenant du-
dit dispositif de vanne de changement de couleur
(49, 82) ;
ledit moyen de réglage de quantification (58, 71)
étant adapté pour délivrer un signal d’arrêt de re-
chargement dès que le refoulement d’un liquide d’ex-
trusion de ladite chambre de liquide d’extrusion (20)
de ladite cartouche (16) atteint une valeur de quan-
tification préétablie ; et
ledit moyen d’alimentation en peinture (32) étant
adapté pour terminer un rechargement en peinture
quantitatif en arrêtant une alimentation en peinture
provenant de ladite vanne d’alimentation en peinture
(43, 81) et/ou dudit dispositif de vanne de change-
ment de couleur (49, 82) pour finir un rechargement
quantitatif dès qu’un signal d’arrêt de rechargement
est délivré par ledit moyen de réglage de quantifica-
tion (58, 71).

7. Système de rechargement en peinture pour cartou-
che selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit moyen
d’alimentation en peinture (32) comprend un support
de recharge (33) pour monter ladite cartouche (16),
un dispositif de vanne de changement de couleur
(49, 82) connecté audit support de recharge (33)
pour fournir des fluides de peinture et de lavage à
ladite cartouche (16), et une vanne d’alimentation
en peinture (43, 81) connectée entre ledit support
de recharge (33) et ledit dispositif de vanne de chan-
gement de couleur (49, 82) pour mettre en marche
et arrêter une alimentation en peinture provenant du-
dit dispositif de vanne de changement de couleur
(49, 82) ;
ledit moyen d’alimentation en liquide d’extrusion (54)
comprenant une source de liquide d’extrusion (57)
qui contient un stock de liquide d’extrusion, une con-
duite de liquide d’extrusion (55) connectée entre la-
dite source de liquide d’extrusion (57) et ledit  support
de recharge (33), et une pompe (56) placée dans
ladite conduite de liquide d’extrusion (55) ;
ledit moyen de réglage de quantification (58, 71)
ayant ledit robinet de jumelage de conduite de liquide
d’extrusion (60) placé dans ladite conduite de liquide
d’extrusion (55) en une position située entre ledit
support de recharge (33) et ladite pompe (56) ; et
ledit robinet de jumelage de conduite de liquide d’ex-
trusion (60) comprend un robinet d’alimentation
(60A) pour établir et bloquer la communication entre
ladite chambre de liquide d’extrusion (20) de ladite
cartouche (16) et ladite pompe (56), et un robinet de
retour (60B) pour établir et bloquer la communication
entre ladite chambre de liquide d’extrusion (20) de
ladite cartouche (16) et ladite chambre de dosage
(63) dudit réservoir de quantification (61, 72).

8. Système de rechargement en peinture pour cartou-
che selon la revendication 7, dans lequel ledit moyen
d’alimentation en peinture (32) est adapté pour ter-
miner un rechargement en peinture quantitatif en ar-
rêtant une alimentation en peinture provenant de la-
dite vanne d’alimentation en peinture (43, 81) et/ou
dudit dispositif de vanne de changement de couleur
(49, 82) en réponse à un signal d’arrêt de recharge-
ment délivré par ledit capteur (66) dudit moyen de
réglage de quantification (58, 71).

9. Système de rechargement en peinture pour cartou-
che selon la revendication 7, dans lequel ledit moyen
de réglage de quantification (58, 71) comprend en
outre un robinet de vidange (68) qui est fermé quand
on introduit un liquide d’extrusion dans ladite cham-
bre de dosage (63) dudit réservoir de quantification
(61, 72) et ouvert quand on évacue ledit liquide d’ex-
trusion de ladite chambre de dosage (63).
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